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In yesterday’s news…

Source: 
The Guardian

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/oct/05/how-excel-may-have-caused-loss-of-16000-covid-tests-in-england


Other reasons to learn programming

Source: XKCD

https://xkcd.com/519/


Data science is lucrative

“According to the McKinsey Global Institute’s ‘The Age of Analytics: 
Competing in a Data-Driven World’ report, the U.S. will experience a shortage 
of 250,000 employees trained in data skills by 2024. Employers are 
responding by increasing salaries.”

Source: Earth Lab, UC-Boulder

https://www.earthdatascience.org/blog/earth-data-scientist-demand/


But what is data science, exactly?

Source: Drew Conway / Jake VanderPlas, Python Data Science Handbook

We are here!

We won’t be 
teaching these.

https://jakevdp.github.io/PythonDataScienceHandbook/00.00-preface.html


We can’t teach you to become a data scientist in a quarter

Source: Kempler and Mathews (2017)

https://datascience.codata.org/articles/10.5334/dsj-2017-006/


Data science techniques have become integral to science

“Until recently… one could be a world-class oceanographer without possessing 
knowledge of data science [techniques]. But no more. Oceanography, like so many 
other disciplines, is becoming an information field, through rapid advances in chemical, 
physical, biological, and video sensors that stream data with unprecedented volume, 
velocity, and variety; remotely operated vehicles; and observatories that extend the 
internet to the seafloor. Sophisticated analysis of data and innovation in data-analysis 
methods have become integral to the field.”

– Prof. Ed Lazowska (UW CSE; eScience Institute founder), writing in The Chronicle of Higher Education

Note: this is just one person’s opinion.

https://www.chronicle.com/article/how-to-encourage-data-driven-discovery/


“Unprecedented volume, velocity, and variety”
Let’s find some ocean data! In groups… 

• Introduce yourselves (pronouns, years, major [and primary area of interest if Oceanography]). Assign timekeeper, notetaker, reporter roles. 
• Locate an interesting ocean data set in your assigned category using the suggested database (or a different database). 
• Skim the documentation. How was the data collected or created? 
• Try to characterize its volume, velocity, and variety (it’s okay if you can’t track down all of these!): 

• Volume: time span, approximate size (e.g. in MB or GB), number of files, etc. 
• Velocity: how frequently is/was the data collected? 
• Variety: how many parameters were measured or recorded, and what are they? 

• Brainstorm two scientific questions that one might be able to answer using your data. 
• Take notes in this shared Google Doc: https://tinyurl.com/OCEAN215Class1 
• Report back, including on your experience searching for the data.

Group Category Suggested database to search
1 Satellite remote sensing (physical) NASA PO.DAAC (Physical Oceanography Distributed Active Archive Center)
2 Satellite remote sensing (biological) NASA Giovanni

3 Biological or chemical ship measurements and 
field campaigns

NSF BCO-DMO (Biological & Chemical Oceanography Data Management 
Office)

4 Historical records (data from before 1980) NOAA NCEI (National Centers for Environmental Information)
5 Earth system model (climate model) output IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) Data Archive
6 Laboratory experiments PANGAEA

https://tinyurl.com/OCEAN215Class1
https://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov
https://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/
https://www.bco-dmo.org/data
https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/products
http://www.ipcc-data.org/sim/gcm_monthly/
https://www.pangaea.de


Shifting gears… the Python print() statement

print()

print('Show this message')
print("Show this message")
print('Show this', 'message')

print('5.3')
print(5.3)

print(5.3,'is a number')

← Show this message 
  [blank new line assumed hereafter]

← [blank new line]

← 5.3

Python will display:

← 5.3 is a number



Variable assignment

n = 5

print(n)
n

n = 'Hey ya'

print(n)

print(n, n)

← 5   [blank new line assumed hereafter]

← n is assigned the value 5

Python will display:

← 5

← n is now assigned the value 'Hey ya'

← Hey ya
Python will display:

What do you think Python will display? 
(Save that thought for the poll on the next slide…)

↑notice the spaces!

↑notice the space!



Variable assignment



Variable assignment



Object references

g = 9.81

x = g

g = 1000

print(x)

g 9.81

g is actually referencing an “object” with the value of 9.81

g 9.81 x

now g and x are referencing the same object

g 1000

What do you think Python will display? 
(Save that thought for the poll on the next slide…)



Object references



Object references



Variable name conventions

g

total

number_of_students
n_students

numberOfStudents
4th_student
i

single letters okay for physical constants or mathematical variables 
(g is the gravitational constant)

use underscores for longer variable names (notice all lowercase!)

single letters are okay within longer names if their meaning is clear

single words are the best variable names

this is called “Camel Case” – try to avoid it in variable names!

variables cannot begin with a number (Python will not let you do this!)

avoid using single letters if their meaning is unclear

(variables also must be alphanumeric and cannot contain spaces)



Style conventions, in general

For more information on Python style conventions, see: 

• Katy’s Lesson #2 videos on Panopto 

• The official Python PEP 8 Style Guide (the source of this quote) 

• Google’s Python Style Rules 

• UW CSE 160’s Python Style Guide

“One of Guido [van Rossum]’s key insights is that code is read much more often than 
it is written. The guidelines provided here are intended to improve the readability of 

code and make it consistent across the wide spectrum of Python code.”

https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0008/
https://google.github.io/styleguide/pyguide.html#3-python-style-rules
https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse160/20au/computing/style_guide.html


Commenting conventions

# This is a comment, so Python will ignore this entire line
#This is also a valid comment, but try to include the space next time

n = 5    # You can add comments on the same line as code

# print(5)       # Python will ignore this entire line

# This is a
# multiline comment

"""
This is another way
to write really long
multiline comments
"""

← Python won’t execute these lines as code, but will print the text



Hands-on introduction to Google Colab

Open your browser (e.g. Safari, Firefox, Chrome) and navigate to: 

colab.research.google.com

https://colab.research.google.com/


Computer recipes: some definitions

Pseudocode: “a plain language description of the 
steps in an algorithm… intended for human reading 

rather than machine reading”

Algorithm: “a process or set of rules to be followed in 
calculations or other problem-solving operations, 

especially by a computer”


